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Abstract. Cloud computing has emerged as a new approach to bring com-
puting as a service, in both academia and industry. One of the challenging issues
is scientific workflow execution, where the job scheduling problem becomes
more complex, especially when communication processes are taken into
account. To provide good performance, many algorithms have been designed for
distributed environments. However, these algorithms are not adapted to the
uncertain and dynamic nature of cloud computing. In this paper, we present a
general view on scheduling problems in cloud computing with communication,
and compare existed solutions based on three models of cloud applications
named CU-DAG, EB-DAG and CA-DAG. We formulate the problem and
review several workflow scheduling algorithms. We discuss the main difficulties
of using existed application models in the domain of computations on clouds.
Finally, we show that our CA-DAG approach, based on separate vertices for
computing and communications, and introducing communication awareness,
allows us to mitigate uncertainty in a more efficient way.

Keywords: Cloud computing � Scheduling � Workflow � Communication
awareness � Uncertainty � DAG

1 Introduction

Nowadays, there is a need for new technologies that allow rapid access to services,
applications and information. The high cost of these technologies has hindered progress
in science and business over the years. Cloud computing is a new approach that brings
users closer to computer capabilities without licensing software, investing in hardware,
repairing and updating issues.

Shane Robinson [1] defined cloud computing as “Everything as a Service”, a new
approach to deliver services in a pay per use basis. Computer Sciences Corporation [2]
shows that 3645 users reported that improved data center efficiency and lower oper-
ational costs are the main reasons for the adoption of cloud solutions.

On the other hand, cloud computing still has many issues that need to be addressed
including efficient service provisioning, virtual machine migration, energy efficiency,
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server consolidation, traffic management, data security, software frameworks, and
many other [3, 25, 26].

According to the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) cloud
computing is defined as “a model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand
network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., networks,
servers, storage, applications and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released
with minimal management effort or service provider interaction” [4]. In general, cloud
computing provides the hardware and platform level resources as services on an
on-demand basis.

A key dimension of scheduling policies concerns with how to map a set of tasks to
a set of resources. Typically, there are two ways: static scheduling and dynamic
scheduling. With the static approach, we know the detailed information about job
characteristics and network topology characteristics in advance making it possible to
achieve a near optimal schedule even for complex workflows. The static approach
produces schedules only when all tasks are ready. Unfortunately, the availability and
performance of cloud resources is difficult to predict. These resources are not dedicated
to one particular user, and, besides, there is no knowledge of network’s topology.

Though service-oriented architecture assumes everything as a service, most popular
offers of cloud providers are Software (SaaS), Platform (PaaS), and Infrastructure
(IaaS) as a service.

In SaaS, there are extensive and complex workflows which cover interaction
between clients (users), service providers and data bases. For example, to access to a
bank account it is necessary to check the user identity, access database, verify balance,
decide if it is sufficient, and, finally, return the result to the user.

With the adoption of the Cloud computing and development of corresponding
technologies, scientists and engineers can build more and more complex applications
and workflows to manage and process large data sets, and execute scientific experi-
ments on distributed resources, etc. [5]. Pandey et al. [6] defines a workflow as a
process consisting of a series of steps that simplifies the complexity of execution and
management of applications. Workflow implies complex communications between
tasks. However, communication-aware scheduling problems that require availability of
communication resources are rarely addressed. The communication properties are
captured weakly by current application models and scheduling solutions. Unfortu-
nately, it may result in inefficient utilization of cloud infrastructure and communication
media.

Cloud applications and services can be represented by workflows modeled by
DAGs [23, 24, 27, 29]. The vertices of a DAG represent the amount of computing that
has to be processed for successful execution of the application, while the edges define
precedence constraints. Such a workflow model works well for HPC applications, but
fails in clouds where communication processes often become a bottleneck.

There are three main approaches to adapt the standard DAG model to the increased
complexity: communication-unaware (CU-DAG), edges-based (EB-DAG), and CA-
DAG introduced in [11].

In EB-DAG, vertices represent both computing and communication requirements of a
job. In CU-DAG, edges are associated with the communications performed by the tasks.
However, both models appeared to have shortcomings. The first model fails to make
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distinction between the computing and communication tasks of a job preventing their
efficient scheduling on processors and communication network. The latter approach does
not allow a single communication process to precede two computing tasks, as a single
edge cannot lead to two different vertices in aDAG. In CA-DAG, two types of vertices are
considered: one for computing and one for communications. Details are discussed in
Sect. 5.

1.1 Uncertainty

Current approaches for cloud scheduling are not very efficient. Most of them focus on
deterministic environments and assume having complete knowledge about user tasks
and the system. However, in real clouds, there is a considerable level of uncertainty,
being the main problem of cloud computing bringing additional challenges to
end-users, resource providers, and brokering [9].

Providers might not know the quantity of data that can be managed, or the amount
of computation required for a group of tasks. For example, every time a user inquires
about the status of a bank account, the reply time may differ. Furthermore, the use of
virtualization techniques almost completely prevents obtaining exact knowledge about
the system. Parameters like an effective processor speed, number of available pro-
cessors, and actual bandwidth constantly change over time. Therefore, providers are
always searching how to improve the management of resources to ensure Quality of
Service (QoS). Uncertainty may be presented in different components of the compu-
tational and communication process.

Tchernykh et al. [9] discuss various types and sources of uncertainty: variety of data
types and their values, dynamic elasticity, dynamic performance changing, virtualiza-
tion with loose coupling of applications to the infrastructure, resource provisioning time
variation, migration, consolidation, inaccuracy of application runtime estimation, vari-
ation of processing times and data transmission, workload uncertainty, cost (dynamic
pricing), processing time constraints, effective bandwidth variation, resource avail-
ability, and other phenomena. The authors describe their impact on service provisioning,
effective performance, effective bandwidth, processing time, available memory, number
of available processors, available storage, data transfer time, resource capacity, network
capacity, etc.

Uncertainty can be viewed as a lack of precise knowledge for future needs and
parameters, or the lack of complete vision for the possible outcomes [10]. It can be
classified in several different ways according to their nature as: (1) The long-term
uncertainty is due to the object being poorly understood and inadvertent factors that can
influence its behavior; (2) Retrospective uncertainty is due to the lack of information
about the behavior of the object in the past; (3) Technical uncertainty is a consequence
of the impossibility of predicting the exact results of decisions; (4) Stochastic uncer-
tainty is a result of the probabilistic (stochastic) nature of the studied processes and
phenomena, where the following cases can be distinguished: there is reliable statistical
information; the situation is known to be stochastic, but the necessary statistical
information to assess its probability characteristics is not available; a hypothesis on the
stochastic nature requires verification; (5) Constraint uncertainty is due to partial or
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complete ignorance of the conditions under which the solutions have to be taken;
(6) Participant uncertainty occurs in a situation of conflict of main stakeholders: cloud
providers, users and administrators, where each side has own preferences, incomplete,
inaccurate information about the motives and behavior of opposing sides; (7) Goal
uncertainty is associated with conflicts and inability to select one goal in the decision or
building multi objective optimization model. It addresses the problem of competing
interests and multi-criteria choice of optimal decisions under uncertainty; (8) Condition
uncertainty occurs when a failure or a complete lack of information about the condi-
tions under which decisions are made; (9) Objective uncertainty occurs when there is
no ambiguity when choosing solutions, there is more than one objective function to be
optimized simultaneously, and there exists a possibly infinite number of Pareto optimal
solutions.

As already discussed, cloud scheduling algorithms are generally split into an
allocation part and a local execution part. At the first part, a suitable machine for each
job is allocated using a given selection criterion.

To mitigate uncertainty of such a scheme, prediction of job execution time and queue
waiting times is important to increase resource allocation efficiency. However, accurate
job runtime prediction is a challenging problem. It is difficult to improve prediction by
historical data, prediction correction, prediction fallback, machine learning techniques
including linear, quadratic and nonparametric regression, decision trees, support vector
machine and k-nearest neighborhood, statistical prediction, self-similarity and
heavy-tails characteristics, etc. [13, 27, 30–32].

1.2 Quality of Service

Low levels of QoS can be caused by poor scheduling decisions, leading to unacceptably
long task execution times and low throughput. Accordingly, the scheduling algorithms
for cloud computing must be able to adapt to dynamic changes of the system that are not
adequately provided by traditional approaches to resource optimization. Moreover, most
of these algorithms do not take into account an important aspect of variation in com-
munication delays.

The need for data transfer among tasks, which is often heavy, can slow down task
execution significantly. Therefore, accounting for these communications is essential to
attain efficient hardware and software utilization. Given its importance, several heuristic
methods have been developed for considering communications in the scheduling
problems. The most widely used are list scheduling, task clustering and genetic
algorithms.

Most cloud computing applications require availability of communication resources
for their operations. All of the surveyed cloud applications impose communication
requirements in terms of the network bandwidth, delay or both. Applications, such as
video streaming, cloud storage, and cloud backup require high bandwidth to transfer
large amounts of data to or from the end users, while performing almost no
computations.

The availability of the communication resources becomes crucial and determines how
cloud applications interact with the end users. Indeed, most of the cloud applications
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process requests from and deliver results to many parts of the Internet. In addition to these
external communications, cloud applications interact among themselves produce internal
datacenter traffic, which may account for as much as 75 % of the total traffic [7].

Current models of cloud applications rely mostly on the HPC concepts [8, 27, 28].
These models are based on DAGs. Such models perfectly fit to the computationally
intensive HPC applications, but fail for most part of cloud applications, where com-
munications must be taken into account as well.

2 Communication Awareness

In this section, we discuss general properties of the communication-aware model of
cloud applications. As we already mentioned most scheduling algorithms employ an
idealized model where the problem is represented as a DAG.

Most of these algorithms are based on a very simple model, which does not
accurately reflect real parallel systems. They imply several simplified assumptions:
inter-processor communications are supported by dedicated sub-systems, communi-
cations are completely concurrent, and communication networks are fully connected.
Last two assumptions avoid the consideration of contention for communication
resources in task scheduling.

In order to solve these drawbacks, several models have been proposed to adapt the
standard DAG model by either allowing vertices to represent both computing and
communication requirements of a task (Communication-unaware models, see Sect. 5)
and associating edges with the communications performed tasks (Edges-based models,
see Sect. 5).

Nevertheless, these approaches are not quite adequate either. In the first model, if a
resource is occupied by one communication, any other communication requiring the
same resource has to wait until it becomes available. In turn, the task depending on the
delayed communication is also forced to wait. Thus, conflicts among communications
result in significantly higher overall execution time. The second model, called edge
scheduling, achieved contention awareness by scheduling the edges of the DAG onto
the links of the topology graph, though, this approach has a drawback. With the
purpose of mapping edges onto the links, the topology graph is assumed to contain all
the necessary information about nodes, edges and their connectivity information, at any
time.

The above mentioned models provide a dedicated bandwidth along a predefined
network path for the whole duration of the communication. On the other hand, most of
current communication networks are packet-switched and packet routing decisions are
taken at every hop, independently. Moreover, most of the data-center network topolo-
gies introduce multipath connections as a mean to provide resilience and load balancing.
All these create excellent possibility to parallelize data center communications allowing
us to divide a single communication task into n different independent communication
tasks.

We use the communication-aware model of cloud applications, called CA-DAG
[11]. It allows making separate resource allocation decisions, assigning processors to
handle computing jobs and network resources for information transmissions, such as
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application database requests. It is based on DAGs that in addition to computing vertices
include separate vertices to represent communications. This communication-aware
model creates space for the optimization of many existing solutions to resource allo-
cation, as well as developing completely new scheduling schemes of improved
efficiency.

3 Related Work

In this section, we give a brief overview of the distributed computing scheduling
techniques that take into account communication costs.

Table 1 shows the summary of algorithm domains. Table 2 presents the main
characteristics of described algorithms, and Table 3 summarizes the criteria used to
study quality of the algorithms.

mGACA – Genetic Acyclic Clustering Algorithm [19]. It combines task clustering
with a meta-heuristic for efficient scheduling of applications with communication costs,
especially for large communications. The major feature of the algorithm is that it takes
advantage of the effectiveness of task clustering for reducing communication delays
combined with the ability of the genetic algorithms for exploring and exploiting
information of the search space of the scheduling problem.

CCTS – Communication Contention in Task Scheduling [21]. The authors study
the theoretical background of edge scheduling including aspects like heterogeneity,
routing and causality. They propose a new system model for task scheduling that

Table 1. Environments and models of related work’s algorithms
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CCTS Communication Contention in Task Scheduling •
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DBA Distributing Bartering Algorithm •
DENS Data center energy-efficient network-aware scheduling • •
NS2 Network simulator 2 •
NAMC Network-aware Migration control • •
CA-DAG Communication-Aware Directed Acyclic Graph •
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abandons the assumptions of a fully connected network and concurrent communica-
tion, capturing both end-points and network contention.

PSO – Particle Swarm Optimization-based Heuristic [6]. This paper presents a
particle swarm optimization (PSO) based heuristic to schedule applications to cloud
resources that takes into account both computation cost and data transmission cost. The
optimization process uses two components: the scheduling heuristic that assign all the
“ready” tasks, and the PSO steps for task-resource mapping optimization. The algorithm
updates the communication costs, based on average communication time between
resources, in every scheduling loop. It also re-computes the task-resource mapping so
that it optimizes the cost of computation, based on the current network and resource
conditions.

BAR – Balance Reduce [17]. The authors focus on data locality of systems where
workflows are split into many small blocks, and all blocks are replicated over several
servers. To process workflow efficiently, each job is divided into many tasks, and each
task is allocated to a server to deal with a workflow block. They propose heuristic task
scheduling algorithm called BAlance-Reduce (BAR), in which, firstly, an initial
task allocation is produced, then, the job completion time is reduced by tuning the initial
task allocation. They define the cost of a task as the sum of the execution time and the
input data transferring time. The authors conclude that it is hard to obtain a near-optimal
solution when the remote cost changes frequently. So, in this context, in a poor network
environment, BAR tries its best to enhance data locality.

SHEFT - Scalable-Heterogeneous-Earliest-Finish-Time algorithm [16]. The authors
propose SHEFT algorithm that used a priority list to address the scheduling problem
where the number of resources cannot be automatically determined on demand by the
size of a workflow, and the resources assigned to a workflow usually are not released
until the workflow completes an execution. They assume that resources within one
cluster usually share the same network communication and have the same data transfer
rate. The model accommodates both heterogeneous and homogeneous computing
environments in terms of computing capability and data communication.

DBA – Distributing Bartering Algorithm [18]. The authors proposed a decentral-
ized affinity-aware migration technique that incorporates heterogeneity and dynamism
in network topology and job communication patterns to allocate virtual machines on
the available physical resources. Their technique monitors network affinity between
pairs of virtual machines and uses a distributed bartering algorithm coupled with
migration to dynamically adjust virtual machine placement such that communication
overhead is minimized.

DENS – Data center Energy-efficient Network-aware Scheduling [15]. The authors
present a scheduling methodology that combines energy efficiency and network
awareness. Their approach is to receive and analyze a runtime feedback from the data
center switches and links as well as take decisions and actions based on the network
feedback. The goal is to achieve the balance between individual job performances, QoS
requirements, traffic demands and energy consumed by the data center. They select the
computing resource for job execution based on the load level and communication
potential of data center components. Their methodology is relevant in data centers
running data-intensive jobs which require low computational load, but produce heavy
data streams.
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NS2 - Network Simulator 2 [22]. The authors use a Grid model as a set of inter-
connected geographically dispersed Grid sites. At each site, one or more resources are
presented. The status and properties of these resources are stored in an information
service repository. Based on this information and the network management, they cal-
culate job execution speed and end time.
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NAMC - Network-Aware Migration Control [22]. The authors introduced a net-
work topology aware scheduling model for VM live migrations. They take network
bandwidth requirements of migrations and network topologies into account. They
execute migrations over a dedicated bandwidth limited network link, and try to min-
imize the maximum bandwidth usage at each point in time while holding migrations
deadlines. During a migration, the bandwidth usage is increased up to a user defined
maximum limit.

To achieve this, the communication network is presented by a new topology graph
for the representation static and dynamic networks of arbitrary, possibly heterogeneous
structure.

4 Problem Definition

4.1 Job

We consider n independent jobs J1; J2; . . .; Jn that must be scheduled on federation of
clouds. The job Jj is described by a tuple rj;Gj

� �
that consists of job release time

rj � 0, and the program represented by a directed acyclic graph G ¼ V ;E;x;uð Þ. We
use CA-DAG model of applications, where the set of vertices V ¼ fVc;Vcommg is
composed of two non-overlapping subsets Vc and Vcomm. The set Vc�V represents
computing tasks, and the set Vcomm � V represents communication tasks of the
program.

The set of edges E consists of directed edges eij representing dependence between
node vi 2 V, and node vj 2 V, meaning that a task vj relies on the input from the task
vi, and vj cannot be started until this input is received. A particular case is when the size
of this input is zero. It helps to define the execution order of tasks, which exchange no
data.

The main difference between communication vertices Vcomm and edges E is that
Vcomm represents communication tasks occurred in the network, making them a subject
to communication contention, significant delay, and link errors. Edges E represent the
results of exchange between tasks considered to be executed on the same physical
server. Such communications often involve processor caches. They are fast and the
associated delay is multiple orders of magnitude lower than the delay in a network and
can be neglected. Consequently, the edge set E corresponds to the dependences
between computing and communication tasks defining the order of their execution.

The release time of a job is not available before the job is submitted, and its
processing time is unknown until the job has completed its execution.

4.2 Cloud Infrastructure

We address scheduling problem in the hierarchical federated cloud environment, with k
independent clouds C1;C2; . . .;Ck and local provider cloud C.

Cloud C consists of m nodes (data centers) D1;D2; . . .;Dm. Each node Di consists
of bi servers (blades, boards) and pi processors for all i ¼ 1::m. We assume that
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processors are identical and have the same number of cores. Let mi be the number of
identical cores of one processor in Di.

We denote the total number of cores belonging to the data center Di by
�mi ¼ bi � pi � mi, and belonging to all data centers in the cloud C by �m ¼ Pm

i¼1 �mi.
The processor of data center Di is described by a tuple mi; si; memi; bandi; effif g,

where si is a measure of instruction execution speed (MIPS), memi is the amount of
memory (MB), bandi is the available bandwidth (Mbps), and effi is energy efficiency
(MIPS per watt). We assume that data center processors have enough resources to
execute any job, but these resources are not infinite. Due to virtualization and resource
sharing the amount of available resources are constantly changes, which causes
uncertainty in job assignment.

A job can be allocated to one cloud only, while replication of jobs is not consid-
ered. Jobs submitted to one cloud can be migrated to another one. The admissible set of
data centers for a job Jj is defined as a set of indexes a j

1; . . .; a
j
l

� �
of data centers that

can be used for migration of the job Ji. A data center contains a set of routers and
switches that transport traffic between computing servers and to the outside world.
They are characterized by the amount of traffic flowing through them (Mbps). A switch
connects to other switches or computational nodes. The interconnection of processors
is static, but their utilization changes. An overload can occur due to a large amount of
I/O being pushed through them. The interconnection network architecture is three-tier
fat tree, the most common nowadays. It consists of the access, aggregation, and core
layers. The interconnection between clouds is done through public Internet.

5 Communication Models

Wedistinguish threemodels based on the standardDAGmodel: communication-unaware
(CU-DAG), edges-based (EB-DAG), and communication-aware model (CA-DAG). As
mentioned before, the vertices of the EB-DAG represent both computing and commu-
nication requirements of a task. In the CU-DAG, edges are associated with the commu-
nications performed by tasks. In CA-DAG, two types of vertices are considered: one for
computing and one for communications. Edges define dependences between tasks and
order of execution.

Let us briefly discuss their main properties. For more details, see [11].
Communication-Unaware Model (CU-DAG). The representation of computing and

communication demands of a task as a single vertex (see Fig. 1) makes it almost
impossible to produce an efficient schedule. Let us consider a computing task that
requires information from a database as an input. The delay of sending and handling a
database query as well as receiving a reply can be significant. During this time the
computing work, being scheduled for execution, stays on hold waiting for input data,
even if a part of it does not depend on waited data. For the example presented in Fig. 1,
we are able to schedule T2 and T3 in parallel or share a single core in time, i.e., perform
computing for the T2, while T3 waits for the input, and process T3, while T2 is sending
its output.
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However, a precise knowledge of the communication patterns of both tasks should
be available. There is another shortcoming of the reviewed model. Suppose T2 com-
putes data, and (a) sends them to the network for the database update (represented by a
grey segment of the vertex), and (b) feeds them as an input to T4. With CU-DAG, T4
will wait for the successful completion of T2 including database update. On the other
hand, T4 could be started in parallel to the database update. It would be logical to
separate these two fundamentally different activities and schedule them separately for
an efficient execution.

Edge-Based Model (EB-DAG). In this model, the DAG is defined as a directed
acyclic graph G ¼ ðV ;E;w; cÞ, where vertices V represent computing tasks, and a set
of edges E describes communications between tasks. wðnÞ is a computation cost of a
node n 2 V , and c eij

� �
is the communication cost of the link eij 2 E. Task scheduling

implies mapping tasks V on a set of processors specifying starting time, and duration
for each task.

One significant drawback is that it prevents two different computing tasks from
using the same data transfer to receive an input. Let us consider T2 and T3, Fig. 2.
Suppose that the tasks require the same data from the database to start their execution.
In practice, it can be done with a single database query, which implies a single edge of
the graph. However, a single edge cannot lead to two different vertices. As a result,
either two different edges trigger two different queries, or an empty vertex needs to be
added as a mean to branch a DAG edge.

Another shortcoming of this model is in edge scheduling. To schedule communi-
cations, the DAG edges are mapped to the network links represented by the topology
graph of the network. The topology graph is assumed to contain accurate information
on network nodes, connections between them, and data transfer rates of all of the links.
Accurate knowledge of the actual bandwidth is mainly inaccessible. This is due to the
diverse nature of the network traffic that is produced at different layers of the protocol
stack and mixed in the communication links and network routers.

Fig. 1. CU-DAG model Fig. 2. EB-DAG model
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Communication-Aware Model (CA-DAG). CA-DAG could solve some shortcom-
ings of previous models, see Fig. 3. The main advantage of this model is that it allows
separate resource allocation decisions, assigning processors to handle computing jobs
and network resources for information transmissions.

5.1 Scheduling Example

Let us consider a typical cloud webmail application. On a highly abstract level its
operation can be represented with the following four steps [11]:

In Fig. 4, the DAG vertices related to the computing tasks are represented by
circles, while the communication related vertices are shown using square shapes.

Let us consider scheduling of nine tasks T0–T8 on identical computers to optimize
total execution time:

Fig. 3. CA-DAG communication model
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Computing resources are represented by two processors of a data center p1 and p2.
The communication resources are represented with network links l1 and l2 intercon-
necting computing resources and database DB.

Figure 5 shows several possible schedules using these representations for proces-
sors and communication links: (a) CA-DAG, p1; l1; (b) CU-DAG, p1; l1; (c) CU-DAG,
p1; p2; l1; (d) EB-DAG, p1; p2; l1; (e) EB-DAG, p1; l1; l2.

Figure 5(a) shows a Gantt chart schedule for the CA-DAG. Computing tasks T1,
T2, T5, T6, and T7 are scheduled on the processor p1, while communication-related
tasks T0, T3, T4, and T8 are scheduled at the network link l1.

Representing communication tasks T0, T3, T4, T8 by vertices allows us to allocate
them to the network resources independently from the processor unit. The processor
time is not wasted by waiting for communications to be completed.

T4 is executed simultaneously with the analysis of a user profile T2, the list of
email messages T5 can be generated, while database is being queried for a personalized
advertisement T3. Such a scheduling flexibility is unavailable when communication
work is seen as a part of a task description.

Figure 5(b) presents a schedule for CU-DAG. The inability to control allocation of
network resources and distinguish the size of task communications, results in a larger
makespan. The processor has to wait for finishing communications before it can start
the computational portion of the task. To match the makespan of the CA-DAG, an
additional processing unit would be required (see Fig. 5(c)).

Fig. 4. Example of CA-DAG [11]
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The EB-DAG with edges to model communication processes cannot model certain
required communication types. In our example, for instance, T4 is the edge that rep-
resents the database request. It is impossible that this single edge leads to two different
computing tasks T5 and T6. An additional edge has to duplicate the communication
effort.

Figure 5(d) shows other EB-DAG scheduling. It requires scheduling two copies of
the edge T4 leading from T1 to T5 and T6. To produce a schedule with makespan
equals to the CA-DAG schedule, an additional network link is needed, so that both
copies of the edge T4 can be scheduled in parallel (Fig. 5(e)).

Fig. 5. Gant charts: (a) communication-aware CA-DAG model, (b) communication-unaware
CU-DAG model and one processor, (c) communication-unaware CU-DAG model and two
processors, (d) edges-based communication EB-DAG model and network link, (e) edges-based
communication EB-DAG model and two network links
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5.2 Scheduling Approach

We use a two-level scheduling approach as shown in Fig. 6.

At the upper level, two lists of tasks that are ready to be started are maintained.
Independent computing tasks with no predecessors, with predecessors that completed
their execution, and all available data are entered into the computing tasks queue. Upon
completion of the computing task its immediate successors may become available and
enter into the computing list, and communication tasks enter into communication task
queue. Communication tasks can also start their execution only after all their depen-
dencies have been satisfied.

5.3 Lower Level Allocation Strategies

On the second level, allocation policies of the brokers are responsible for selecting
suitable computing servers, also called machines in the rest of the paper, and commu-
nication link (path) for a task allocation. These computing- and communication-aware
resource allocation policies can be characterized by the type and amount of information
used for allocation decision, and optimization criteria.

Schedulers can target several different objectives, including response time, Quality
of Service (QoS), energy and cooling efficiency, and a combination of them. To this
end, schedulers should use multi-criteria decision support. Especially, it is important in
scenarios that contain aspects which are multi-objective by nature, for instance, system
performance related issues and user QoS demands.

One set of criteria may correspond to the optimization of the load of computing
servers. Another one could be oriented on data traffic and/or network optimization. They
are interdependent and may have conflicting goals due to computing resource allocation,
that has a big impact on data traffic, and data traffic on the computing resource
optimization.

Important criteria are related with energy, heat, and cooling optimization. Cloud
resource providers and users also have conflicting performance goals: from minimizing
response time to optimizing user and provider cost optimization.

Fig. 6. General diagram of the scheduling approach
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Workflow scheduling has diversified into many research directions: analysis of
workflow structure properties in order to identify tasks clusters; minimization of critical
path execution time; selection of admissible resources; allocation of suitable resources
for data intensive workflows; scheduling subject to QoS constraints, fine tuning
workflow execution and performance analysis, etc.

The typical examples of workflow scheduling strategies used in many performance
evaluation studies are: HEFT (Heterogeneous Earliest Finishing Time First), and CPOP
(Critical Path on Processor). However, DAG scheduling algorithms designed for static
DAGs and static machine settings with full information are not suitable for cloud
scheduling contexts [9, 27]. The information about local schedules traditionally used
for workflow allocation, task runtime, length of the critical path, amount of trans-
mission data, machine speed, communication bandwidth, etc. is not accurate and does
not help to improve the outcome of the workflow scheduling strategies.

Other typical examples of computing task allocation strategies include, just to name
a few: MLp allocates a task to the machine with least load per core, MLB allocates a
task to the machine with least computational work per core, MST allocates a task to the
machine with earliest start time, MCT allocates task to the machine with earliest task
completion time, etc. [13, 29].

MTT allocates communication task to the link with earliest transmission time,
MaxB allocates communication task to the link with highest bandwidth, LL allocates
communication task to the link to balance transmission load, etc.

They can be categorized as: knowledge-free, with no information about tasks and
resources; energy-aware, with power consumption information; speed-aware with speed
of machines information; bandwidth-aware, with actual bandwidth information, etc.

CA-DAG is based on separate vertices for computing and communications. Such a
dual computing-communication task representation allows making separate resource
allocation decisions to handle computing jobs and network resources for information
transmissions. It mitigates uncertainty in more efficient way, making decisions based
on the current or predicted information, and dynamically adapt them to cope with
different objective preferences, workloads, and cloud properties.

The proposed communication-aware model creates space for optimization of many
existing solutions to resource allocation as well as developing completely new
scheduling schemes of improved efficiency.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we discuss a problem of scheduling workflow applications in clouds
under uncertainty. We present an overview of the job scheduling under a dynamic
context of cloud computing using three models of cloud applications with communi-
cation CU-DAG, EB-DAG and CA-DAG. We show that communication-aware model
CA-DAG has advantages under certain conditions.

However, further study is required to assess its actual efficiency and effectiveness.
This will be subject of future work requiring a better understanding of workflow
scheduling on real data with presence of uncertainty. We design and implement data
intensive workflow scheduling strategies considering a cloud model. We study CA-DAG
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and scheduling strategies addressing optimization of response time and energy con-
sumption. We will conduct a comprehensive performance evaluation study using real
logs to demonstrate that CA-DAG performs well with respect to several metrics that
reflect both user- and system-centric goals.
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